
FFC Board Meeting 

2/24/21 

Attendance:  Adam Cohen, Sue Torelli, Mike Nichter, Barb Storti, Jamie Schaffer 

Father’s Day Tournament 

Dan Feinberg started the paperwork though additional information is needed.  Mike will reach 
out to Sondi Smith to assist further with the paperwork.   

Uniforms 

Sue spoke with Erin Yerina who put together a package for standard union through Afrims.  
Discussion re. addition of practice bib (aka pinnie, approx. cost $8).  Benefit is each player will 
have their own bib which reduces issues related to COVID and makes it easier on the Coaches 
who bring them back and forth.  Decision made to move forward with practice bibs added to the 
standard uniform. 

Spring Rec 

Discussion ensued re. how to run the Spring session of rec.  Consensus was that Spring Rec 
should run with the same format as the Fall Rec program did.  U12 is the cut off for Rec this 
season. 

Discussed need to have boilerplate practice activities for those parent volunteers who need 
more support.   

Discussion ensued re. use of refs.  Jamie reported that there have been issues in the past with 
refs not being structured and helpful and Fall Rec went well without refs.  Jamie also noted that 
some parent volunteers reached out to her and said that they preferred to ref their own teams.  
Decision made to not use refs for this Spring season. 

Discussion re. uniforms.  Jamie will follow up with All Star and Adam will reach out to Score re. 
cost and sizing.  Jamie will forward to Adam the # of uniforms needed. 

Barb and Jamie advocated for one cost for Rec due to issues with Got Soccer accepting various 
fee schedules.  Decision made to charge $65 per Player which will include FFC mask and 
pinnie.   

Registration 

Barb and Kim trained two people recently on registration.   

Elections 

Plan is to send an email with those people who submitted bios and move forward with virtual 
voting.  Sue will send an email out to all who submitted their nomination letting them know if 
next steps.   

Equipment 

Sue would like to develop a “Request for Equipment” form to organize requests.   



Cameras 
Adam used the cameras and would be able to walk others through how it works. 

COVID Protocols 

We need to ensure that all Players are completing the COVID form and coaches are taking 
attendance.  Sue will send out an email to all Coaches outlining this requirement. 

 

Next Meeting:   

 


